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DEVELOPING COUNTRIES' SHARE OF WORLD NICKEL PRODUCTION AND TRADE
GROWS AGAINST LINGERING PROTECTIONISM

Over 80 per cent of world nickel mine production in the 1950s came
from sulphide ores in Canada, but technological advancements have led to a
rapid development of laterite ores which are mostly located in tropical
countries. Thus, in 1988 developing countries accounted for 33.2 per cent
of total mine production, compared to 37.9 per cent for developed
countries, according to a study published today by the GATT secretariat.
With developing countries now accounting for over 50 per cent of known
nickel reserves, it is likely that their share will continue to grow.

GATT's "Background Study on Nickel and Nickel Products"l examines
major trends and patterns in the world nickel industry since 1960,
including detailed analyses of international trade, production, consumption
and prices. The study also contains an analysis of different tariff
treatments according to the stages of processing in some 34 markets.

The volume of trade in primary, unwrought nickel and nickel products
more than doubled between 1960 and 1988 reflecting the rapid growth in
nickel related metallurgy especially the production of stainless steel.
The pattern of trade in primary nickel products is determined to a large
extent by the corporate structure of the nickel production industry and by
the normal trade flows between the primary producing countries, not all of
which are developing countries, and the main developed consuming countries.

1Background study on Nickel and Nickel Products, SwF 50, is currently
available in English, French and Spanish from the GATT Secretariat, Centre
William Rappard, 154 rue de Lausanne, 1211 Geneva 21, Switzerland or
through accredited sales agents, in the UK from HMSO Books, Publications
Centre, 51 Nine Elms Lane, London SW8 5DR, tel: 071 873 9090 and in the
United States from UNIPUB, 4611-F Assembly Drive, Lanham, MD 20706-4391,
tel: 301 459-766 toll free. Studies on Aluminium, Lead and Zinc are also
available. Studies on copper and tin will be published later.
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Of the four major nickel consuming markets (EC, Japan, United States and
the Soviet Union), only the last is a major nickel mine producer. While
developed countries have high per capita levels of nickel consumption, the
highest annual growth rates in consumption are to be found in the newly
industrialized developing countries. Import trade in nickel products is
dominated by the developed countries. However, developing countries can
claim a growing share in the export trade.

In almost all developed countries, imports of nickel ores and
concentrates are duty-free. In some cases, the duty-free treatment extends
to chemicals and unwrought refined nickel products and ferro-nickel.
Tariffs in most countries appear to rise with the degree of processing,
with the highest duties falling on finished nickel manufactures. These
duties appear to be protective in character rather than fiscal, since many
developed countries have nickel refining and manufacturing facilities. On
the other hand, the high nominal tariffs observed in many, although not
all, developing countries appear to be fiscal rather than protective since
many of these countries have no nickel refining or manufacturing
industries. However, in a number of developing countries, with growing
nickel processing or manufacturing industries, the high tariffs reflect, to
an extent, a fairly high degree of protection.

Imports of nickel and nickel products into most developed countries
from developing countries which are eligible for GSP concessions, are
mostly duty-free or enjoy reduced preferential rates. Many developed
countries and groups of countries also grant duty-free or preferential
rates under regional or special preferential arrangements.

There are some non-tariff measures on the export and import of nickel
and nickel products, such as embargoes, prohibitions, border taxes, quotas
and licensing in certain countries.

The study, part of a series of GATT background papers on non-ferrous
metals, was undertaken in accordance with the decision of the 1982 GATT
Ministerial Meeting to examine trade-related problems in certain
natural-resource products.
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